352	BEYOND HORIZONS
In 1933 I had planned to make the flight in the opposite direc-
tion, from the Bay of Whales to the Weddell Sea, and in January,
1934, had landed die aeroplane on the bay ice which, after a success-
ful trial flight, broke up in a gale and crushed the machine so exten-
sively that we had to abandon the attempt.
In September 1934, we were back in New Zealand ready for
another attempt; this time to make the flight from the Weddell Sea
to the Ross Sea, because an earlier start was possible in that direc-
tion owing to earlier break-up of the pack-ice about Graham Land.
But the weather was altogether against us, first at Deception Island
and kter at Snow Hill Island on the east coast of the Archipelago,
where we found a suitable flying base. We made a start on
January 3, 1935, but were soon driven back by bad weather. In the
whole of that season—and we were there for three months—we had
less than twelve hours of flying weather. Returning from. Snow
Hill Island we were caught in the pack and got free with difficulty,
and for the third attempt we chose a safer base, Dundee Island,
some eighty miles north of Snow Hill, which we had marked on
the return from the previous attempt. The Wyatt Earp reached
Dundee Island again in November, 1935, with Sir Hubert Wilkins
and five others who had been on all three expeditions. For pilot on
this flight I was fortunate in obtaining Mr. Herbert Hollick-Kenyon,
who had obtained leave from Canadian Airways; he had much ex-
perience of flying in sub-Arctic conditions.
At the summit of thindee Island, about 500 feet above sea, there
was an almost unlimited snow-field with an excellent take-oft
slightly down-hill. Supplies and fuel were hauled up on sledges
and personal equipment carried by the plane during test flights. The
weather was favourable and we took off on November 21 in clear
weather for what we hoped would be the main flight, but after
about 600 miles our fuel-gauge clogged, so that we were forced to
return, and landed after ten and a half hours in the air. We had
realised from our experience on the first two expeditions that the
only way to fly in the Antarctic is to start in good weather, and if
it turns bad to be prepared to land and await the return of better
conditions. So this time we took no meteorologist on our base staff,
feeling that it is impossible to forecast in the Antarctic.
Next day the machine was refuelled and the engine tuned up

